investigated an upper integral for functions (from the line to real numbers) not necessarily measurable. Let ƒ be bounded, <x<f(x)<fi for xzA, let ei=*E x [ai^f(x) <a,+i] where a = a 0 <ai< • • • <a w = /3 and consider ^a t m*^. If as n increases and max (a,-+i -a*) approaches zero, the limit of this sum exists and is independent of the subdivisions, this limit is the upper integral of ƒ over A j J1f{x)dx.
1.
Equivalence. Let A be a set with finite outer linear (Carathéodory or Gillespie) measure and T[A] the set of points of the complement of A where the superior outer density of A is positive. Then, [2 ] Ai = A(a n , 2 n -i\ a n x-i+i),
The union of these sets is A and ^U and Aj are metrically separable iy^j (since ƒ is metrically separable on A) ; so from (1)
B = J£A t + T[A t ].
We now define for each n = 1, 2, 3,
; a n , r ). However, since ƒ is metrically separable on A f the sets A(a n , r \ j3) and -4(a; a w , r ) are metrically separable and have no points in common
that is, the measurable set A (a n , P ; j3) represents almost all points where <t>n{p)^a>n,r' Now if X is any number a^X^jS, let fl Bl(fl , a n2t r 2 2. Additivity. If Gi and G2, each with finite outer measure, are metrically separable and ƒ is a function metrically separable on each, ƒ is metrically separable on G1+G2. However, if G\ and Gi are not metrically separable, then ƒ may not be metrically separable on their union, for example, if Gi and G2 are complements on the unit interval each with outer measure unity and f(x) = 1 if x £ Gi, f(x) = 2 if x £ G2. If however, ƒ is metrically separable and the outer integral of ƒ exists on each set G\ and G2, then the outer integral exists on G1 + G2. For let Gi = Gn+Gu where Gi 2 = Gi(G2 + r[G 2 ])
anc^ Gn = Gi -G12 and in like manner take G 2 = G 2 i + G22. Then Gn and G12 are metrically separable as are G21 and G22 as well as Gu and G 2 i, while no subset of positive outer measure of G12 is metrically separable from G22 and no subset of G 2 2 is metrically separable from Gi 2 . We may then apply the following theorem (proved for positive bounded functions, but extendible in the usual way) to obtain the property of additivity over sets of the existence of outer integrals.
THEOREM. Let A\ and A2 be two point sets of the plane with outer linear measure finite such that no part of either with positive outer linear measure is metrically separable from the other. Then if ƒ is a positive and bounded (0 <f{p) </3; p £ A1+A2) function metrically separable on A\ and on A^ the outer integral of f exists on A1+A2.
For each n -\, 2, 3, • • • let 0 = a n , 0 , a n ,u • • • » a n , 2 n = j8be a subdivision of the interval (0, j3) into 2 n equal parts. Define
where s n ii = s n u+T [s n u] . Then e n is a measurable subset of the measurable set Ai+Av Also let
Since s n +i,i,2i-i and s n +i,i,2t are metrically separable and their union is s n ij we have If then p £ e n +i there will be a j such that p will be either in 2,i) . But e n S n i,-and £$ w2 » differ from each other only in a set of measure zero so es n ii and es n 2% differ at most by a set of measure zero, so We now show that ƒ has an outer integral on E(Ai+A 2 ) which moreover is the sum of the outer integrals over EAi and EA 2 .
Let el =YT^iEs n iiSn2i and let El = E(Zi + 3 2 ) -el. Now el o el+i so El c£ n ; + i. Also lim nH .oo L*e n ; =0 for otherwise we would have L*£e>0. Therefore lim n ->oo L*El =E and thus lining •/ En' (A i+A 2) J ^n'^ 1 J ^«'^ 2
